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SRm XX*l~(dx), where C is an m ×m'  real matrix with rank m'~ < m and t* is such 
that Sn~ Ixl2/z(dx) <o0, we define 
Ux = sup 
g 
Var[g(X) ]  
EIC*Vg(X)I~+ fR"E[g(X  + s ~) - g(X)]2/z (d~ :) 
where the supremum is taken over a suitable class of  partially differentiable functions 
g. Then Ux = 1 if and only if X has the infinitely divisible distribution with 
characteristic function given by 
exp{i(b,t)-½(CC*t,t)+f~m[ei~X")-l- i(x,t)]l~(dx) }. 
In another direction of  generalization we consider the inequality EgZ(X)~ 
cEIVg(X)] 2 with Eg(X) = 0, where X = (X~, . . . ,  Xm) is an m-dimensional random 
vector. We prove that if equality is achieved at g(x) = a~O~(x~) +. • • + a,,qJm(x,,) for 
ab . . . ,  a,, e R, then, under certain conditions, the distribution of  X is uniquely 
determined, and X~, . . . ,  Xm are independent and absolutely continuous with 
densities given in terms of c and the functions 4q . . . .  , qJ,,. 
The Central Limit Theorem of Mixed Type for a Class of 
1-dimensional Transformations 
H. Ishitani, Mie University, Tsu, Japan 
Let T be a nonsingular transformation on the interval (0, 1). Many authors have 
treated the following problem: under which condition on T andf  does the stochastic 
process {f(Tkx):  k = 0, 1 . . . .  } satisfy the central limit theorem (c.l.t.)? Recently, J. 
Rousseau-Egele obtained the c.l.t, for a class of transformations T and its rate of  
convergence, by estimating the characteristic function with the help of  the Perron- 
Frobenius operator corresponding to T. Generalizing his method, we can get the 
central limit theorem of mixed type for a certain class of  transformations, which 
include, for example, f l-transformations, a-cont inued fraction transformations, 
Wilkinson's piecewise linear transformations and unimodal inear transformations. 
Under a certain condition on T, f and the probability v, there exist real numbers 
= 2 2 />0 and bb b2, bM a,>~O, a2>~O,...,aM>-O (~ak 1), O',~>O,o'22~>O,...,CrM . . . ,  
such that if o-2¢0 for O~<j<~ M then we have 
supx I v{Sn(f)/~-~<x}- k=l ~ akF("q/nbk'°'~;x)l ~C/(n)w4 
for some C > 0, where S, (f)(x) = ~j"2 f(TJx) and F(b, cr2; x) stands for the normal 
distribution function with mean b and variance ~r 2. Moreover, if v is T-invariant, 
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we can get 
sup u{S.(f)/~/-n <x}-  
x k~l  
akF(~/-nbg, cr2k; X)[ <~ C/ (n )  1/2. 
Note that we can get the c.l.t, for various types of  T as corollaries to the above 
result. 
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Let X be a bounded domain of  R k and F be a transformation with a 'finite range 
structure', that is, there exists a countable partition {)Ca} of X such that 
V {Fn(Xoo c~ F- tXa,  n"  " .c~ F-~X~.): n ~ N} 
is a finite partition. (We denote by { V , . . . ,  Vk} this partition.) 
A system (X, F)  is said to be a standard natural extension of (X, F)  if the following 
hold: (i) .~ =~._J~ V~ ×X~ where Xi~ R k, (ii) P is 1-1 and onto of  .~ except for a 
set of  Lebesgue measure 0, (iii) F(x, y )= (F (x ) ,  F~(y)) for x ~ Xa and Fo is C 2, 
(iv) there exists an absolutely continuous invariant measure/2 for F with a bounded 
density function. 
Under additional conditions, we have the following: 
Theorem 1. Let A1, A2, • • • be a sequence of  Borel subsets of  .~ with piecewise smooth 
boundaries and ~-1  12(Ai) = +0o. I f  sup r~'(OA~) < +~,  where th' denotes the (2k -  
1)-dimensional volume, then 
#{i:  Fi(x, y) ~ Ai, 1 <~ i ~< n} = ~(n)  + 0(c121/2(n) • log 3/2+~ qb(n)) 
for a.a. x c X and all y c R k such that ( x, y) ~ X, where c12(n) = ~,~l 12(Ai) and e > 0 
is arbitrary. 
It is possible to apply this theorem to the natural extension of  the simple continued 
fraction transformation. 
Theorem 2. Let {sn} be a sequence of real numbers uch that 0< sn < 1 and ~.~-1 s, = 
+0o. Then 
I x  ) # n: <~,  1 ~ n <~ N = ~(N)+O(~/2(N)  • log 3/2+~ 4)(N)). q~ q.  
for a.a. x, where ~(N)  =~N1S, .  
